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Abstract
Several recent developments in paleo- and environmental magnetism have been based on

measurement of first-order reversal curves (FORC). Most notable examples are related to the
detection of fossil magnetosomes produced by magnetotactic bacteria and to absolute paleoin-
tensity estimates for temperature-sensitive samples, such as meteorites. Future developments in
these scientific disciplines rely on improved characterization of natural magnetic mineral as-
semblages. Promising results have been obtained in several cases with the parallel development
of FORC processing protocols on the one hand, and models for idealized magnetic systems on
the other hand. Until now, FORC diagrams have been used mainly as a qualitative tool for the
identification of magnetic domain state fingerprints, with missing quantitative links to other
magnetic parameters. This article bridges FORC measurements and conventional hysteresis
parameters on the basis of three types of FORC-related magnetizations and corresponding coer-
civity distributions. One of them is the well-known saturation remanence, with corresponding
coercivity distribution derived from backfield demagnetization data in zero-field FORC meas-
urements. The other two magnetization types are related to irreversible processes occurring
along hysteresis branches and to the inversion symmetry of magnetic states in isolated particles,
respectively. All together, these magnetizations provide precise information about magnetiza-
tion processes in single-domain, pseudo-single-domain, and multidomain particles. Unlike hys-
teresis parameters used in the so-called Day diagram, these magnetizations are unaffected by
reversible processes (e.g. superparamagnetism), and therefore well suited for reliable characteri-
zation of remanent magnetization carriers. The software package VARIFORC has been devel-
oped with the purpose of performing detailed FORC analyses and calculate the three types of
coercivity distributions described above. Key examples of such analyses are presented in this
article, and are available for download along with the VARIFORC package.

Keywords: rock magnetism, paleomagnetism, environmental magnetism, magnetic mineral
characterization, magnetic hysteresis, first-order reversal curves, magnetofossils, magnetic
domain states.

Introduction

Several measurement protocols have been developed over the last ∼50 years for
understanding complex magnetization processes related to technological applications
[1, 2], the origin and stability of rock magnetizations [3, 4], and environment-
sensitive magnetic minerals in sediments [5, 6]. First-order reversal curves (FORC)
provide one of the most advanced protocols for probing hysteresis processes and rep-
resent them in a two-dimensional parameter space (i.e. coercivity field cH  and bias
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field bH ). The interpretation of hysteresis has evolved from mathematical formal-
isms based on the superposition of elemental source contributions, called hysterons
[7–10], toward physical models of specific magnetic systems, such as non-interacting
[11, 12] and interacting [13–17] single-domain (SD) particles, pseudo-single-domain
(PSD) particles [18–20], multidomain (MD) crystals [21, 22], and spin glasses [23].
These models provide prototype signatures for specific magnetization processes (e.g.
switching, vortex nucleation, domain wall pinning) which can be recognized in FORC
diagrams of geologic samples [24, 25]. Some of these signatures occur within a limited
subset of FORC space, as for instance along c 0H ≈  (viscosity and MD processes) or
along b 0H ≈  (weakly interacting SD particles). Therefore, it is possible to identify
the corresponding sources in FORC diagrams of samples containing complex mag-
netic mineral mixtures [e.g. 26], and, in some cases, to estimate the abundance of
magnetic particles associated with these processes [27–30]. Up to the few examples
mentioned above, FORC diagrams of geologic materials are mostly interpreted in
a qualitative manner. Furthermore, only loose connections have been established with
more common magnetic parameters, such as isothermal and anhysteretic remanent
magnetizations and domain state-sensitive ratios, although some of these parameters
can be directly derived from FORC subsets [e.g. 10, 31, 12].

Quantitative interpretation of FORC measurements is based on the calculation of
magnetic parameters associated with specific magnetization processes. Some of these
processes produce FORC signatures that are representable only in terms of non-
regular functions, whose appearance in the FORC diagram depends strongly on data
processing. A meanwhile well-known example of non-regular FORC signatures is
represented by the so-called central ridge produced by non-interacting SD particles
[12, 29]. Magnetic viscosity is another example associated with a vertical ridge near

c 0H =  [32]. On the other hand, most magnetic processes in weakly magnetic natural
samples produce continuous FORC contributions with very low amplitudes, which are
below the significance threshold attainable with conventional FORC processing [29].
Since the introduction of FORC measurements to rock magnetism [15, 24], some
studies have been dedicated to selected aspects of FORC processing, such as compu-
tational optimization [33], locally weighted regression [34], error calculation [35], and
variable polynomial regression smoothing [29]. These improvements have been merged
into a single FORC processing procedure called VARIFORC (VARIable FORC
smoothing) [29]. The principal advantage of VARIFORC consists in the possibility
of processing FORC data containing high-amplitude, non-regular FORC signatures
as well as low-amplitude, continuous backgrounds, using a local compromise between
high resolution and noise suppression requirements. First applications of this technique
enabled full characterization of SD signatures in pelagic carbonates [30].

Meanwhile, VARIFORC has been complemented with routines for the automatic
separation of different FORC contributions, and the calculation of corresponding
magnetizations and coercivity distributions. The full VARIFORC package, including
a detailed user manual, is available at http://www.conrad-observatory.at/cmsjoomla/en/
download. VARIFORC runs on Wofram Mathematica® and Wofram Player Pro®

(http://store.wolfram.com/catalog, Player Pro license: 195 €). Application examples
of quantitative FORC analysis performed with VARIFORC are discussed in this paper.
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Fig. 1. Original figure from Ewing [36] showing the hysteresis measurement of a piano wire
(see the IRM Quarterly Vol. 22 for a story about Sir Alfred Ewing’s first hysteresis measure-
ments). The measurement shown here represents an AF demagnetization curve, as a possible
method for accessing the inner area of hysteresis loops

1. A brief introduction to FORC diagrams

1.1. Reversible and irreversible hysteresis processes. Ferrimagnetic materials
are characterized by complex magnetic properties that depend on their past magnetic
and thermal history. Memory of previously applied fields gives rise to the well-known
phenomenon of magnetic hysteresis. The discovery of magnetic hysteresis is credited
to Sir Alfred James Ewing (1855–1955), who measured the first hysteresis loop (Fig. 1)
on a piano wire [36]. While the main characteristics of a hysteresis loop are summarized
by four magnetic parameters yielding the well known Day diagram [37–39], much more
detailed information on magnetization processes can be obtained by accessing the inner
area of hysteresis loops. This is possible by in-field measuring protocols involving
a sequence of field sweep reversals. The oldest example of such sequences is the al-
ternating-field (AF) demagnetization [1], in which the field sweep is reversed at in-
creasingly small field amplitudes, until a demagnetized, so-called anhysteretic state

0H M= =  is reached (Fig. 1).
Other measuring protocols for accessing the inner area of a hysteresis loop are

possible, and the FORC protocol described by Pike et al. [15] is just one of them. All
protocols start from a well-defined magnetic state obtained by saturating the sample
in a large field. The first magnetization curve obtained by sweeping the magnetic
field from positive or negative saturation coincides with one of the two major hys-
teresis loop branches ( )M H± . Hysteresis branches are also known as a zero-order
curves, because they originate directly from a saturated state. If the field sweep pro-
ducing  a  zero-order  curve  is  reversed  at  a reversal  field rH , before  saturation is
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Fig. 2. Preisach theory in a nutshell. (a) The major hysteresis loop (black lines with large arrows) is
composed of two zero-order magnetization curves starting from positive and negative saturation, re-
spectively. First-order magnetization curves originate from the major hysteresis if the field sweep is
reversed (black curve labeled with 1st). Higher-order magnetization curves (curves labeled with 2nd and
3rd) are obtained after successive field sweep reversals. Any point inside the major hysteresis loop can
be accessed by first-order magnetization curves (dashed black line). For any of these points (e.g. point A
at the end of the dashed line), magnetization changes can be decomposed into a reversible ( revMΔ ) and
an irreversible ( irrMΔ ) component by sweeping the field a little further to point B and then back to the
original field, ending with point A*, which, because of irrMΔ , does not coincide with A. The initial
parts of first-order curves originating from the upper hysteresis branch (blue segments) define the irre-
versible component (red bars) of magnetization changes along this branch. (b) The Preisach diagram is
a representation of hysteresis processes as the sum of elemental contributions from rectangular hysteresis
loops (hysterons, sketched in red) with switching fields AH  and BH . Because B AH H≥  by definition,
hysteron coordinates A B( , )H H  plot below the A BH H=  diagonal, over a triangular area (colored)
limited by the saturation field satH  above which magnetic hysteresis is fully reversible. Further distinc-
tions can be made between (1) closed hysterons with A BH H= , (2) hysterons with only one possible
state in zero field (positive or negative saturation, blue areas), and (3) hysterons with two possible states
in zero field (so-called magnetic remanence carriers, green square). The Preisach space can also be ex-
pressed in transformed coordinates representing coercivity (i.e. hysteron openings C B A( ) / 2H H H= − )
and the bias field (i.e. hysteron horizontal shifts b B A( ) / 2H H H= + ). Hysteron examples (red) are
given for selected points of the Preisach space, which can be understood as samples of the Preisach
distribution. Contour lines over the region occupied by remanence-carrying hysterons (green) represent
a Preisach distribution obtained for interacting SD particles by Dunlop et al. [69]. In the Preisach–Néel
model, cH - and bH -coordinates coincide with coercivities and interaction fields of real SD particles,
respectively

reached, a new magnetization curve r( , )M H H  originates from the major hysteresis
loop (Fig. 2a). This curve represents a first-order magnetization, also known as first-
order reversal curve in case of FORC measurements. A set of first-order curves
branching from the major hysteresis loop at different reversal fields covers the entire
area enclosed by the loop, accessing a much larger number of magnetization states
that cannot be obtained with simple hysteresis measurements. If the field sweep is
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reversed again while a first-order curve is measured, a second-order curve is ob-
tained, and so on. Within this context, AF demagnetization is a sequence of nested
magnetization curves with increasing order.

When describing magnetization curves, an important distinction is made between
magnetization changes due to reversible and irreversible processes. The two types of
processes occurring along any magnetization curve are discriminated by comparing a
small portion A BM M→  of the curve between close fields AH  and BH  with the

magnetization AM ∗  obtained by sweeping the field from BH  back to AH  (Fig. 2a).

Hysteresis, known in this context as magnetic memory, ensures that B AM M ∗→  does

not follow the same path as A BM M→ , in which case A AM M∗ ≠  [8]. The difference

A AM M∗ −  is the irreversible magnetization change occurring when sweeping the

field from AH  to BH , while B AM M ∗−  is the reversible change. The sum of the two
contributions gives B AM M− , as expected.

1.2. Preisach diagrams. Because n-th order magnetization curves depend on
1n +  parameters (i.e. n reversal fields and one measuring field), interpretation

of first- and higher-order curves requires a parameter space model. The best known
bivariate hysteresis model has been implemented by Preisach [7] for the characteri-
zation of transformer steel. The Preisach model assumes that magnetization curves
are the result of magnetic switching in elemental rectangular hysteresis loops (so-called
hysterons). Hysterons are characterized by two switching fields A BH H≤  where the
magnetization jumps discontinuously from the lower to the upper branch and vice
versa (Fig. 2b). Each hysteron is thus represented by a point in A B( , )H H -space, and
macroscopic magnetic volumes or magnetic particle assemblages are described by
a bivariate statistical distribution A B( , )P H H  of hysteron switching fields, known as
the Preisach distribution.

Hysterons are merely a mathematical construct and do generally not correspond
to discrete particles or sample volumes. Nevertheless, the bivariate Preisach distribu-
tion provides intrinsically more information than any one-dimensional magnetization
curve. The simplest physical interpretation of a Preisach distribution has been pro-
posed by Néel [40] with what is known as the Preisach–Néel model of single-domain
(SD) particles. This model relies on the resemblance between hysteresis loops of in-
dividual SD particles with uniaxial anisotropy [41] on the one hand, and symmetric
Preisach hysterons (i.e. A BH H= − ) on the other hand. Both are characterized by
only two magnetization states (one for each hysteresis branch) with discontinuous
transitions at A cH H= −  and B cH H= + . The Preisach distribution of isolated SD
particles is thus concentrated along the A BH H= −  diagonal of the Preisach space
and coincides with the well-known coercivity or switching field distribution.

In interacting SD particle assemblages, magnetic switching of individual particles
occurs in a total field given by the sum of the applied field and an internal, so-called
interaction field bH , which is the sum of dipole fields produced by the magnetic
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moments of the other particles. Whenever b 0H ≠ , elemental hysteresis loops are
shifted horizontally, so that magnetic switching occurs at A b cH H H= −  and

B b cH H H= + . Because the interaction field is a local variable determined by the
spatial arrangement and magnetization of neighbor particles, the Preisach distribution
of interacting SD particles can be represented as the product of a coercivity distribu-
tion c( )f H  and an interaction field distribution b( )g H :

c b( ) ( )P f H g H= (1)

with c B A( )/2H H H= −  and b B A( )/2H H H= +  (Fig. 2b). More generally, cH  and

bH  are known as the coercivity field and the bias field of hysterons. The appealing
simplicity of the Preisach–Néel model has promoted the use of the transformed coor-
dinates c b( , )H H  (whereby bH  is also called uH  or iH ), instead of the original
Preisach fields AH  and BH .

The Preisach space spanned by hysteresis processes that are saturated in fields
sat| |H H<  is a triangular region delimited by the diagonal line B AH H≥  (by defini-

tion of hysteron switching fields), and by A satH H> − , B satH H< + , respectively
(Fig. 2b). This space can be further subdivided into a square region with A 0H <  and

B 0H >  where hysterons can have two magnetization states in zero field, and the re-
maining space where hysterons are negatively or positively saturated when no external
fields are applied. The square region is particularly relevant to paleo- and rock mag-
netism, because remanent magnetizations originate only from hysterons located
within it. In particular, the saturation remanent magnetization rsM  corresponds to the
integral of the Preisach function over this region, i.e.

sat

A sat B

0

rs A B A B
0

( , ) d d .
H

H H H
M P H H H H

+

=− =
= ∫ ∫ (2)

On the other hand, the saturation magnetization sM  corresponds to the integral
of the Preisach function over the entire domain defined by B AH H≥ .

1.3. The FORC distribution. Several measurement protocols have been devel-
oped in order to obtain experimental Preisach function estimates. What is nowadays
known as the FORC protocol has been first described by Hejda and Zelinka [9]. With
this protocol, first-order magnetization curves r( , )M H H  measured upon positive
sweeps of H  (i.e. H  increases) from reversal fields rH , define the so-called FORC
function

2

r
r

1( , )
2

MH H
H H
∂= −
∂ ∂

ρ (3)

[42]. This function coincides with the Preisach distribution in case of measurements
performed on samples that are correctly described by the Preisach model. Because
real samples rarely satisfy this condition, empirical distributions such as Eq. (3) do
generally not coincide with the Preisach distribution up to few exceptions [e.g. 43].
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For example, the Preisach distribution is a strictly positive probability function, while
FORC diagrams can have negative amplitudes [11]. Several modifications of the
original Preisach model have been developed in order to account for such differ-
ences. The so-called moving Preisach models [44] take into account the effect of
macroscopic magnetization states on the intrinsic hysteron properties, and are used
for instance to describe magnetization-dependent interaction fields. Magnetic viscosity,
on the other hand, is accounted by Preisach models with stochastic inputs simulating
thermal fluctuations of switching fields [45, 46].

Modifications of the Preisach formalism are not sufficient to explain all aspects
of FORC functions, especially in case of non-SD magnetic systems. Therefore,
physical FORC models have been developed in order to properly interpret magnetic
processes in isolated [11] and interacting [16, 17] SD particles, nucleation of mag-
netic vortices in PSD particles [19, 47], domain wall displacement in MD crystals
[21, 22], and magnetic viscosity [32]. Magnetic models of idealized systems yield
characteristic signatures of the FORC function that can be used as fingerprints for the
identification of magnetic minerals in geologic samples [24]. In some cases, theses
signatures are precisely determined to the point that quantitative analysis is possible
[12, 30, 31].

The remaining part of this section is dedicated to the implementation of a general
FORC model that will be used to interpret the properties of SD, PSD, and MD sam-
ples presented in this article. For this purpose, a relatively simple magnetic system
with few magnetization states is considered. This system corresponds to the micro-
magnetic hysteresis simulation of a cluster of seven strongly interacting SD particles
(Fig. 3).

This system corresponds to the micromagnetic simulation of a cluster of seven
strongly interacting SD particles. The upper branch of the major hysteresis loop
contains three magnetization jumps produced by abrupt transitions between four
magnetic states with magnetizations 0M , 1M , 2M , and 3M . These states represent
continuous segments of the upper hysteresis branch. If the field sweep is reversed
within the positively saturated state 0M , the resulting first-order magnetization
curves will always coincide with 0M . Because these curves are identical,

r/ 0M H∂ ∂ =  and no contribution to the FORC function is obtained. If the reversal
field is decreased below the first magnetization jump at r,1H , first-order curves will
start from 1M  instead of 0M , and continue along 1M  until a magnetization jump
(labeled with ‘1,1’ in Fig. 3a) will bring the magnetization 1M  back to positive satu-
ration (i.e. 0M ). The finite difference between the last first-order curve coinciding
with 0M  and the first one starting coinciding with 1M  creates a contribution

r r,1 1 0
1 ( ) ( )
2

H H M M
H
∂= − −
∂

ρ δ (4)

to the FORC distribution, where r r,1( )H H−δ  is the Dirac impulse function accounting

for the magnetization jump at r,1H . Because r r,1( )H H−δ  is zero everywhere, except

for rH − r,1 0H = , Eq. (4) produces a diagonal ridge in FORC space (Fig. 3b).  Using
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Fig. 3. FORC model of a linear chain of 7 SD magnetite particles with elongation 1.3e =  and long axes
perpendicular to the chain axis. This model represents the simulation of a collapsed magnetosome chain
according to Fig. 9a in Shcherbakov et al. [48]. In this example, the chain axis forms an angle of 75°
with the applied field direction. Magnetization jumps along the upper branch of the major hysteresis
loop are indicated by dashed lines. Cursive number pairs are used to count discontinuities of first-order
curves 1M , 2M , and 3M  (blue lines). For example, (2,2) is the second jump (counted from the right)
occurring along 2M . Any measurable FORC coincides with 0M , 1M , 2M , or 3M . The amplitude of
the last magnetization jump on 3M  (magenta) defines the contribution crM  of the central ridge to the
FORC diagram shown in (b). (b) FORC diagram calculated from (a), consisting of three diagonal ridges
defined by first derivatives 1( )i iM M − ′−  of differences between 0M , 1M , 2M , and 3M . The ridges
width is exaggerated in order to show the color coding for positive (orange to magenta) and negative
(blue) contributions. Cursive number pairs indicate peaks of the FORC function produced by magneti-
zation jumps with the same labels as in (a). One of the peaks, labeled with CR, contributes to the central
ridge and is generated by the last magnetization jump (i.e. 3,1) of the last FORC (i.e. 3M ). All FORC
contributions are enclosed in a triangular region defined by vertices with coordinates sat(0, )H±  and

sat( ,0)H , where sat 40 mTH ≈  is the field above which hysteresis becomes fully reversible

the coordinate transformations c r( ) / 2H H H= −  and b r( ) / 2H H H= + , the ridge
location is given by a line with equation b r,1 cH H H= + . FORC contributions along
this line are proportional to the derivative of 1 0M M−  and are of two fundamental
types. The first type occurs at points where 0M  and 1M  are continuous, and is pro-
portional to differences between their slopes. Such FORC contributions are magneti-
cally reversible, because a small change of the applied field H  does not nucleate
magnetic state transitions. On the other hand, magnetically irreversible contributions
occur at magnetization jumps occurring along 1M  (e.g. jump ‘1,1’ in Fig. 3b). In this
case, the derivative of 1 0M M−  is a Dirac impulse with amplitude 1,1MΔ , contributing
with a point peak
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1,1 r r,1 1,1
1 ( ) ( )
2

M H H H H= Δ − −ρ δ δ (5)

to the FORC distribution. Eqs. (4)–(5) can be generalized to any pair of first-order
curves, giving rise to as many diagonal ridges in FORC space, as discrete magneti-
zation jumps are encountered along the upper hysteresis branch. The FORC function
is thus fully described by the sum of all diagonal ridges, i.e.

r r, 1
1

1 ( ) ( )
2

n

i i i
i

H H M M
H −

=

∂= − −
∂∑ρ δ (6)

An important characteristics of this FORC model is that both reversible and irre-
versible contributions can have positive and negative amplitudes, depending on the
slopes of first-order curves, and on whether a magnetization jump occurs along iM
or 1iM − .

The FORC function of a simple system with few magnetization states, such as
in the example of Fig. 3, is given by a certain number of infinite, isolated peaks cor-
responding to discrete transitions between magnetic states. Each peak is preceded by
a sort of diagonal “shadow” produced by the pronounced curvature of magnetization
curves in proximity of magnetic state transitions. Peak positions define so-called
switching or nucleation fields in which magnetic state transitions occur. Small modi-
fications of the magnetic system, as for instance the introduction of an additional
particle in the SD cluster model of Fig. 3, modify critical fields and eventually pro-
duce additional magnetization states with corresponding transitions. Therefore, sam-
ples containing large numbers of heterogeneous magnetic particles generate a dense
“cloud” of peaks merging into a continuous FORC distribution. Because individual
peaks can be positive or negative, some regions of the FORC diagram might be char-
acterized by negative amplitudes. In general, all FORC contributions are contained
within a triangular region defined by vertices with coordinates sat(0, )H±  and sat( ,0)H .

An important characteristic of the general FORC model described above is re-
lated to the inversion symmetry of magnetic states. This symmetry ensures that the
last magnetization jump on the upper branch (i.e. the transition from 2M  to 3M  in
Fig. 3a) is always accompanied by an identical jump on the following first-order
curve, which coincides with the lower hysteresis branch (i.e. jump ‘3,1’ in Fig. 3a).
This jump produces an infinite peak on the last diagonal ridge of the FORC diagram
(Fig. 3b), which is located exactly on b 0H = . This is because the last diagonal stripe
starts at a certain negative reversal field r,lastH  and ends with a jump occurring at

r,lastH H= − , so that b r,last r,last 0H H H= − = . While other peaks can occur every-

where in FORC space, the peak associated with r,lastH  is always placed exactly at

b 0H = . A sample containing many isolated (i.e. non-interacting) particles with few
magnetic states will produce a corresponding number of FORC peaks along b 0H = ,
while other peaks contribute to a distributed background. The superposition of all
peaks with b 0H =  appears as an infinitely sharp, so-called central ridge [12]. Its ex-
istence has been first predicted for non-interacting uniaxial SD particles  [11],  which
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Fig. 4. (a) Model hysteresis loop (black) and FORCs (gray) generated by three MD particles with de-
magnetizing factors of 0.1, 0.2, and 0.3, respectively, calculated according to Pike et al. [21]. Only
FORCs necessary for measurement of the backfield demagnetization curve bfM  (blue dots) are shown
for clarity. The last FORC 1nM −  that does not coincide with the lower hysteresis branch is show in
purple. It merges with the lower hysteresis branch before the last magnetization jump nMΔ  has oc-
curred, so that no central ridge contributions are produced. (b) FORC diagram corresponding to the MD
hysteresis model shown in (a). Gray diagonal lines are individual FORC trajectories along which irre-
versible magnetization processes are recorded as positive (orange dots) and negative (blue dots) peaks.
The dashed line is a quadratic fit to the dots showing clustering around the crest of a ‘crescent-shaped’
distribution as discussed in Church et al. [22]

represent the simplest possible case of particles with two magnetic states, and ob-
served in a magnetofossil-bearing lake sediment [12]. Because of the theoretically
infinite sharpness of the central ridge, high-resolution FORC measurements and
proper processing are necessary for its identification. Since its first observation, the
central ridge has been found to be a widespread signature of freshwater and marine
sediments containing magnetofossils [26]. Two conditions must be met for the exis-
tence of a central ridge: first, magnetic particles should not interact with each other,
since the presence of an interaction field destroys the inversion symmetry of single
particle hysteresis loops by shifting them horizontally. Second, individual particles
should have only few magnetization states, so that the lower hysteresis branch merges
directly with the upper branch, without joining any other first-order curve. For example,
MD particles with many domain wall pinning sites produce a large number of individual
FORC peaks, none of which must forcedly occur at b 0H =  (Fig. 4).

In any case, the central ridge is not an exclusive feature of SD particles, as it can
occur in any collection of non-interacting particles with few magnetization states
(e.g. PSD). Some examples will be provided with the discussion of PSD magnetization
processes in Section 3.2.
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2. Coercivity distributions derived from FORC measurements

FORC measurements subsets define three types of coercivity distributions that
provide a bridge with conventional parameters used in rock magnetism since several
decades. These coercivity distributions originate from three particular FORC seg-
ments (Fig. 5): (1) the initial part r r( , )M H H H→  of each curve and its departure
from the upper hysteresis branch, (2) the remanent magnetization r( ,0)M H  of each
curve, and (3) the point rH H= −  of each curve where the applied field equals the
reversal field amplitude. These regions define magnetization curves that will be dis-
cussed in the following.

2.1. Backfield coercivity distribution. Backfield or DC demagnetization of
a positively saturated sample is obtained by measuring its remanent magnetization
after application of increasingly large negative fields [50]. The applied negative
fields are equivalent to reversal fields rH  of the FORC protocol (Fig. 6), so that the
backfield demagnetization curve is given by FORC remanent magnetizations

r( ,0)M H . The corresponding backfield coercivity distribution is defined as the first
derivative of r( ,0)M H , i.e.

bf
1 d ( ,0)( ) .
2 d

M xf x
x
−= − (7)

The backfield coercivity distribution can be determined very precisely with the
same polynomial regression method used to calculate FORC diagrams. The factor 1/2
in Eq. (7) ensures that the integral of bff  over all fields yields the saturation rema-
nence rsM  of the sample. Moreover, bff  is defined only for positive arguments,
which correspond to negative reversal fields, because the remanent magnetization of
curves starting at r 0H >  cannot be measured. Within the Preisach model, the argu-
ment of bff  coincides with the coercivity field cH  of hysterons, and bf c c( )df H H
coincides with the rsM -contribution of all hysterons with coercivities comprised
between cH  and c cdH H+ .

2.2. Reversal coercivity distribution. Initial FORC slopes can be used to cal-
culate irreversible magnetization changes

irr r r r r( , ) ( , )M M H H H H M H H HΔ = + + − +δ δ δ (8)

along the upper hysteresis branch (Fig. 7), where Hδ  is the (constant) field incre-
ment used for the measurements. The sum of all irrMΔ ’s obtained from consecutive
FORCs starting at reversal fields rH x≤  defines a magnetization curve irr ( )M x  with
the following meaning: if reversible magnetization processes are removed from the
upper hysteresis branch, the resulting ‘irreversible hysteresis’ branch would coincide
with irrM  up to a constant (Fig. 7b). The so-called reversal coercivity distribution is
defined by analogy with backfield demagnetization as

r

irr r
irr

r

1 d ( ) 1 ( , )( )
2 d 2 H H x

M x M H Hf x
x H = =−

− ∂= − = −
∂

(9)
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Fig. 5. Relevant magnetization processes captured by FORCs. irrMΔ  (red bar) is the irreversible mag-
netization change along the upper hysteresis branch, defined by the initial difference between FORCs
originating at consecutive reversal fields rH . In this example, rH -values have been chosen to coincide
with the coercivity cH  and the coercivity of remanence crH  for didactic purposes. The difference be-
tween the same two FORCs in zero field ( 0H = , blue bar) defines a contribution bfMΔ  to the back-
field demagnetization curve. Finally, the abrupt slope change of FORCs at rH H=  defines the contri-
bution crMΔ  (green) to the central ridge. The FORC starting at r 0H = , where rsM M= , is called
saturation initial curve [49]. In ensembles of non-interacting SD particles, this curve coincides with the
upper hysteresis branch because negative fields are required to switch them from positive saturation

Fig. 6. Construction of a backfield demagnetization curve (right) from FORC measurements (left) of
a magnetofossil-bearing pelagic carbonate. FORC portions that are actually swept during backfield
measurements are shown in blue, and some zero-field measurements are highlighted with blue circles.
Remanent magnetization measurements r r( ,0)M M H=  on FORCs beginning at rH−  define the back-
field curve coordinates r r( , )H M
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Fig. 7. Construction of the magnetization curve corresponding to irreversible processes along the upper
hysteresis branch. (a) Irreversible magnetization changes irrMΔ  (red) defined by the initial parts of all
FORCs (blue). (b) Upper hysteresis branch M+  (black curve) after adding the saturation magnetization

sM , and irreversible magnetization curve irr ( )M H  reconstructed by integrating all magnetization steps

irrMΔ  shown in (a). The saturation value irr ( )M H →∞  is the total irreversible magnetization irs2M  of
the hysteresis branch

The factor 1/2 in Eq. (9) has been introduced to ensure that the total integral
irsM  of irrf  is a magnetization with the following properties: irs s0 M M< ≤  for any

sample, and irs sM M=  in absence of reversible processes. Unlike rsM , the parameter

irsM  includes all irreversible processes occurring along the major hysteresis loop and
shall therefore be called irreversible saturation magnetization. The saturation value

irr ( )M H →∞  is the total irreversible magnetization irs2M  of the hysteresis branch.
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A fundamental property of irsM  is that it coincides with the total integral of the
FORC function, because, using Eq. (6):

r,
r

r r 1 irs
1 1,

1 1( , ) d d ( ) .
2 2i

n n

i i iH H
i iH H

H H H H M M M M− =
= =

= − = Δ =∑ ∑∫∫ ρ (10)

This important result implies that, while reversible magnetization processes can
contribute locally to the FORC function, these local contributions cancel each other
out upon integration over the FORC space.

The definitions of bff  and irrf  are analogous, since they both rely on differences
between consecutive FORCs evaluated at 0H =  and rH H= , respectively, and are
both related to the FORC starting at rH x= −  (Fig. 5). An important difference, on the
other hand, is that the argument of irrf  can be positive as well as negative, unlike
other coercivity distributions. Positive arguments of irrf  correspond to measurements
of the upper hysteresis branch in negative fields and vice versa. Similarly, positive
arguments of bff  correspond to negative fields used for DC demagnetization. Fur-
thermore, irr bf(0) (0)f f=  by the definitions given with Eq. (7) and Eq. (9).

2.3. Central ridge coercivity distribution. The central ridge coercivity distri-
bution is best explained by considering an isolated magnetic particle with any do-
main state. A first-order curve starting from the upper hysteresis branch just after
a magnetization jump has occurred at r 0H <  will contribute to the central ridge if
another magnetization jump is encountered at rH H= −  while sweeping the field
back towards positive values, before merging with the previous FORC. Usually,
magnetization jumps can occur at any field and there is no particular reason for hav-
ing one exactly at rH H= − . In this case, FORC contributions accumulate at b 0H =
as over any other place in FORC space, generating a continuous FORC distribution.
An exception is provided by the FORC originating from the upper hysteresis branch
just after the last magnetization jump. This curve coincides by definition with the
lower hysteresis branch. Because of inversion symmetry, the lower branch will con-
tain a symmetric magnetization jump at rH H= − . If the lower branch merges with
the previous FORC curve before rH H= −  is reached, as it is commonly the case for
MD hysteresis (Fig. 4a), the jump at rH H= −  will not contribute to the FORC dia-
gram, because the two curves are identical and r/ 0M H∂ ∂ = . Otherwise, there will be
a contribution to the central ridge in form of a peak with FORC coordinates

c b r( , ) ( ,0)H H H= −  (Fig. 3). Because these contributions are placed exactly at

b 0H = , they produce a ridge of the form

cr c b cr c b
1( , ) ( ) ( )
2

H H f H H=ρ δ (11)

where crf  is the so-called central ridge coercivity distribution [12]. In FORC dia-
grams obtained from real measurements, the infinite sharpness of crρ  is regularized
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by replacing the Dirac impulse with an appropriate function of bH  that takes into
account the smoothing effects of measurements performed with finite field increments.
A rigorous treatment of such effects is given in Egli [29]. The central ridge coercivity
distribution is obtained from real measurements in two steps: first, the central ridge
contribution crρ  to the FORC diagram is isolated from the continuous background
produced by other processes, then crρ  is integrated over bH  so that

cr c cr c b b( ) ( , )d .f H H H H
+∞

−∞

= ∫ ρ (12)

While the amplitude of crρ  depends on the resolution of FORC measurements
and FORC processing, crf  is independent of any measuring and processing parame-
ter and reflects intrinsic magnetic properties. The complex operation of isolating the
central ridge and calculating crf  is performed automatically by VARIFORC with
few controlling parameters described in the user manual that can be downloaded with
the program package.

The total magnetization crM  associated with the central ridge is obtained by in-
tegrating crf  over cH  and represents the total contribution of last magnetization
jumps in isolated magnetic particles. Accordingly, cr irs/M M  is the ratio between the
last magnetization jump nMΔ  of a hysteresis branch and the sum of all magnetiza-
tion jumps over the same branch. In case of non-interacting, uniaxial SD particles,

n 1M MΔ = Δ  is the only magnetization jump of single particle hysteresis, so that

cr irs/ 1M M = . As soon as additional magnetic states begin to exist in small PSD par-
ticles, the relative amplitude of nMΔ  decreases with respect to the sum irsM  of all
magnetization jumps, and cr irs/ 1M M < , until cr 0M =  is reached in MD-like sys-
tems.

3. Examples

The physical meaning of FORC diagrams and derived coercivity distributions is
best illustrated with topic examples related to SD, PSD, and MD magnetic particle
assemblages. The hysteresis properties of samples discussed in this section are sum-
marized by the Day diagram of Fig. 8.

3.1. SD magnetic assemblages. The first example is a conceptual model of
a sample containing a small number of non-interacting, uniaxial SD particles with
rectangular (Fig. 9a) and curved (Fig. 9c) single-particle hysteresis. Reversible proc-
esses (i.e. magnetic moment rotation in the applied field) are absent in the first case.
The SD particles have two stable magnetization states in fields s| |H H< , where sH
is a particle-specific switching field. Transitions from one magnetization state to the
other in individual particles once their specific sH -values have been reached is seen
in Fig. 9 as a series of magnetization jumps. These jumps represent irreversible mag-
netization processes,  while  reversible  magnetic  moment  rotation  (Fig. 9c)  occurs
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Fig. 8. Day diagram summarizing the hysteresis properties of samples discussed in this paper (red cir-
cles for SD samples, red triangles for PSD samples, red squares for MD samples), compared with prop-
erties of magnetofossil-bearing sediments (colored dots). The Day diagram with mixing curves between
domain states (gray) is drawn from Dunlop [39]. Cultured magnetotactic bacteria (cultured MB) plot
exactly on the expected spot for non-interacting uniaxial SD particles. The effect of magnetostatic inter-
actions on such particles is shown with models from Muxworthy et al. [51] and with disrupted magneto-
some chains (green circle, from [52]). In general, interacting SD particles follow the SD+MD mixing
curve. Magnetofossil-bearing sediments follow a different trend with end-members defined by CBD-
extractable magnetic minerals on the one hand (red circle labeled as “CBD extr.”, from Ludwig et al.
[30]) and the central region of the diagram on the other hand, possibly represented by a clay mineral
dispersion of SDS-treated Magnetospirillum cells (red circle labeled as “MS disp.”). Iron nanodots with
single-vortex states (red triangle labeled as AV-109, from Winklhofer et al. [20]) do not plot on the ex-
pected trend line for PSD particles

along continuous segments of the magnetization curves. Each magnetization jump
along the upper hysteresis branch is the starting point of a FORC that does not coin-
cide with the previous one, while all FORCs starting from the same continuous hys-
teresis segment are identical.

Non-interacting, uniaxial SD particles have relatively simple FORC properties.
First, no switching occurs when the field is reduced from positive saturation to zero.
Therefore, all FORCs r( 0, )M H H≥  starting at positive reversal fields are identical
to the upper branch M+  of the major hysteresis loop and their shape is entirely de-
termined by reversible magnetic moment rotation. Departure from M+  of the FORC

(0, )M H  originating at r 0H =  (called saturation initial curve siM ), can be used as
a measure of how much real hysteresis loops differ from the ideal non-interacting SD
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Fig. 9. Modeled FORC properties of few uniaxial, non-interacting SD particles. Switching of individual
particles appears as magnetization jumps. (a) Preisach–Néel model with rectangular single particle hys-
teresis loops (inset). This case is characterized by irr bf crM M MΔ = Δ = Δ , so that the coercivity distri-
butions in (b) are identical. irrMΔ  and crMΔ  are magnetization jumps produced by the same particle in

rH  and rH− , respectively. (c) Model with Stoner–Wohlfarth single particle hysteresis loops (inset).
Magnetization jumps occur at the same fields as in (a), but their size is smaller, because magnetization
changes are caused in part by magnetic moment rotations over the continuous segments. Because mag-
netization jump sizes of single particle hysteresis loops are smaller than saturation remanent magnetiza-
tions, irr cr bfM M MΔ = Δ < Δ , and the backfield coercivity distribution is larger than the other two coer-
civity distributions, as shown in (d)

case characterized by siM M+=  [49]. As soon as negative fields are reached along

r( )M H+ , all particles with s rH H> −  are switched: accordingly, FORCs starting at

r 0H <  are produced by a mixture of switched and unswitched particles. While the
applied field is increased from r 0H <  to 0H = , magnetic moments rotate reversibly
without further switching. Moreover, the remanent magnetization bf r( ,0)M M H=
obtained at 0H =  reflects the same configuration of switched particles created at the
beginning of the corresponding FORC.

In both examples of Fig. 9, the last magnetization jump of each FORC contrib-
utes to the central ridge and has the same amplitude as the magnetization jump on

( )M H+  from which the FORC is branching, because both jumps are produced by
the two switching fields sH  of the same particle. Therefore, the coercivity distribu-
tions associated with r( )M H+  and with the central ridge are identical, i.e.

cr irr( ) ( )f x f x=  over 0x ≥  and irr ( 0) 0f x < =  (Fig. 9b, d). The backfield coercivity
distribution, on the other hand, is based on magnetization differences measured
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in zero field instead of the switching fields, and is therefore distinct from the other
two coercivity distributions in case of SD particles with curved elemental hysteresis
loops, such as Stoner–Wohlfarth particles (Fig. 9c, d). In case of randomly oriented
Stoner–Wohlfarth particles, the mean size of magnetization jumps in single-particle
hysteresis is irs rs cr rs/ / 0.5436S M M M M= = =  [12], and rs s/ 0.5M M = . Single-
particle hysteresis loops become much closer to rectangular loops as soon as thermal
activations are taken into consideration, because switching occurs in smaller fields
where reversible magnetic moment rotation is less pronounced. FORC measurements
yield 0.8S ≈ –0.9 for SD particles in a pelagic carbonate [30].

The FORC properties discussed above are important for the identification of SD
particles in geologic samples, notably magnetofossils in freshwater and marine sedi-
ment, but also well-dispersed SD particles in rocks. In particular, the occurrence of
sedimentary SD particles in isolated form or as linear chains produced by magneto-
tactic bacteria is the matter of an ongoing debate. For example, the unusually strong
SD signature of sediments from the Paleocene–Eocene thermal maximum (PETM)
has been attributed to magnetofossils produced by magnetotactic bacteria thriving in
a particularly favorable environment [53, 54], as well as, at least in part, to isolated SD
particles produced by a cometary impact [55]. In the following, some examples of
FORC and coercivity distribution signatures of sedimentary SD particles are discussed.

The first example is based on high-resolution FORC measurements by Wang et
al. [55] of a pure culture of the magnetotactic bacterium MV-1, which produces sin-
gle chains of prismatic ∼ 35 × 53 nm magnetite crystals [56]. The original measure-
ments have been reprocessed with VARIFORC and results are shown in Fig. 10.
Isolated magnetosome chains behave as a whole like SD particles with uniaxial ani-
sotropy, because the magnetic moments of individual crystal are switched in unison
due to strong magnetostatic coupling [12, 57]. Magnetostatic interactions between
chains, on the other hand, are minimized by the good separation naturally provided
by the much larger cell volume.

Because of intrinsic magnetosome elongation and well-constrained dimensions,
MV-1 cultures provide a close analogue to random dispersions of nearly identical,
uniaxial SD particles. The resulting coercivity distributions are relatively narrow
with virtually no contributions at c 0H =  (Fig. 10f), as expected for SD particles
with minimum uniaxial anisotropy provided by crystal elongation and chain geome-
try. Hysteresis parameters ( rs s/ 0.496M M = , cr c/ 1.19H H = , Fig. 8) practically coin-
cide with those of randomly oriented Stoner–Wohlfarth particles. Lack of strong mag-
netostatic interactions is confirmed by the negligible intrinsic vertical extension, as
predicted by theoretical calculations [11]. Ideally, the three types of coercivity distri-
butions shown in Fig. 10f should be characterized by irr cr bkf f f≡ ≤  and irr ( ) 0f x =
for negative arguments, so that cr irs/ 1M M = . The measured ratio cr irs/ 0.64M M =
reflects residual FORC contributions of unspecified nature clearly visible over

b 0H > , where 0=ρ  is expected from non-interacting SD particles [11]. These
contributions are probably associated with a small fraction of collapsed magneto-
some chains (Fig. 10d).
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Fig. 10. Cultures of the magnetotactic bacterium MV-1 represent one of the best material realizations of
non-interacting SD particle assemblages with minimum uniaxial magnetic anisotropy. These bacteria
contain a single chain of SD magnetite crystals that switch in unison, behaving effectively as an
equivalent SD particle with elongation along the chain axis. (a) Set of FORC measurements where every
4th curve is plotted for clarity. (b) Same as (a), after subtracting the lower hysteresis branch from each
curve. Every 2nd curve is shown for clarity. The bell-shaped envelope of all curves is the difference be-
tween upper and lower hysteresis branches, i.e. the even component rh ( ) / 2M M M+ −= −  of the hysteresis
loop multiplied by a factor 2 [10]. (c) FORC diagram calculated with VARIFORC from the measurements
shown in (a). (d) Same as (c), after subtraction of the central ridge. Most contributions in this diagram are
due to reversible magnetization processes (i.e. in-field magnetic moment rotations). (e) Central ridge iso-
lated from (c) and plotted with a 2× vertical exaggeration. Zero-coercivity contributions are completely
absent, as expected for a system of particles with an intrinsic shape anisotropy along the chain axes. The
central ridge’s vertical extension slightly exceeds the minimum extension expected from data processing
of an ideal ridge, revealing residual magnetostatic interactions between magnetosome chains. The asso-
ciated interaction field amplitudes are <0.5 mT. (f) Coercivity distributions derived from FORC meas-
urements and corresponding magnetizations calculated by integration of the distributions over all fields.
The condition irs crM M=  expected for these particles is not exactly met, because of residual FORC
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contributions not corresponding to non-interacting, uniaxial SD particles. On the other hand,
irr ( 0) 0f x < = , as expected from positively saturated SD particles that cannot be switched in positive

fields. High-resolution FORC measurements have been kindly provided by Wang et al. [55]

The second example is based again on a magnetotactic bacteria sample, but its
magnetic properties are less straightforward. The sample is a synthetic sediment
analogue obtained by dispersing cultured cells of the magnetotactic bacterium Mag-
netospirillum magnetotacticum MS-1 in a clay slurry (kaolinite) while dissolving the
cell material with addition of 2% sodium dodecyl sulfate during continuous stirring.
The purpose of this experiment was to check the stability of magnetosome chains in
sediment once the cell material has been dissolved. Analogous experiments per-
formed directly in aqueous solution yielded strongly interacting magnetosome clus-
ters [58]. FORC analysis of this sample (Fig. 11) poses a formidable problem in
terms of data processing, because of the simultaneous presence of (1) a sharp super-
paramagnetic (SP) overprint, and (2) a double discontinuity at r 0H H= = , due to the
simultaneous existence of a central ridge and a vertical ridge in the FORC diagram.

Because the sigmoidal SP overprint extends only over few measurement points,
saturating in < 2 mT (Fig. 11a), it cannot be adequately fitted by polynomial regres-
sion with smoothing factors required for adequate measurement noise suppression
[29]. The SP overprint is eliminated by subtracting the lower branch of the major
hysteresis loop from all curves, in which case no particular features are seen at

0H =  (Fig. 11b). This operation does not affect FORC calculations, because the
rH -derivative of any magnetization curve added or subtracted to all measurements is

zero. For this reason, subtraction of the lower hysteresis branch is an option provided
by VARIFORC for processing quasi-discontinuous measurements. Moreover, FORC
measurement differences reveal details that are often completely hidden in hysteresis
loops with rs s/ 0M M →  and/or large paramagnetic contributions.

The hysteresis loop of this sample is clearly constricted at 0H = , in what is often
called a ‘wasp-waisted’ shape [59]. The interpretation of corresponding Day diagram
parameters ( rs s/ 0.177M M = , cr c/ 5.12H H = , Fig. 8) is ambiguous, involving mixtures
of SD, PSD, and SP particles. On the other hand, the FORC diagram (Fig. 11c), con-
tains two precisely interpretable signatures, namely a central ridge, as expected for
non-interacting SD particles, and a vertical ridge due to magnetic viscosity. Additional
FORC contributions outside of the two ridges are very weak (Fig. 11d). Coercivity
distributions (Fig. 11f) are characterized by an exponential-like functions peaking at

c 0H = . Because this is also true for crf , many particles must have vanishingly small
switching fields. Such features can be explained by a combination of thermal activation
effects and the absence of chain-derived uniaxial anisotropy, as expected for equidi-
mensional MS-1 magnetosomes if their original arrangement is destroyed. On the other
hand, the presence of magnetosome clusters similar to those obtained from cell disrup-
tion in aqueous solutions [58] can be excluded, because of the absence of magne-
tostatic interaction signatures otherwise reported with FORC diagrams of extracted
magnetosomes [e.g. 55, 60]. The apparent contradiction between lack of uniaxial chain
anisotropy and magnetostatic interaction signatures can be reconciled by assuming that
magnetosomes have been individually dispersed in the clay matrix.
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Fig. 11. FORC measurements of a specially prepared sample containing equidimensional magnetite
magnetosomes. The sample was obtained by dispersing a Magnetospirillum culture in clay (kaolinite)
with subsequent 2% SDS addition under continuous stirring. Dissolution of cell material by SDS is ex-
pected to produce clay-magnetosomes aggregates of some form. (a) Set of FORC measurements where
every 12th curve is plotted for clarity. The insert shows a zoom around the origin, where a sigmoidal SP
contribution is recognizable. The SP signature saturates in <2 mT, and, although not contributing to the
FORC diagram, it poses a processing problem, because polynomial regression provides a correct fit only
if unsuitably small smoothing factors are chosen (SF = 2 in this case). (b) Same as (a), after subtracting
the lower hysteresis branch from each curve. Every 3rd curve is shown for clarity. The exponential-like
envelope of all curves is the difference between the upper and lower hysteresis branches, and the cusp at

0H =  denotes a system with zero-coercivity contributions. The SP contribution shown in the inset of
(a) is naturally eliminated from measurement differences, which therefore no longer pose FORC proc-
essing problems. (c) FORC diagram calculated with VARIFORC from the measurement differences
shown in (b). The only significant contributions are the central ridge, indicative of non-interacting SD
particles, and a vertical ridge at c 0H = , which is produced by magnetic viscosity. The absence of other
significant FORC contributions, and in particular the typical signature for reversible magnetic moment
rotation, indicate that single-particle hysteresis loops are practically rectangular. (d) Same as (c), after
subtraction of the central ridge. Residual contributions around the former central ridge location reveal
additional magnetization processes, which, given the SD nature of the sample, must arise from magne-
tostatic interactions. (e) Central ridge isolated from (c) and plotted with a 3× vertical exaggeration. The
central ridge peak at c 0H =  denotes a system containing SD particles with vanishing coercivity. (f)
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Coercivity distributions derived from FORC measurements and corresponding magnetizations calculated
by integration of the distributions over all fields. The condition irs rs crM M M≈ ≈  met by this sample is
typical for non-interacting SD particles with squared hysteresis loops and represents a physical realization
of a Preisach–Néel system. Residual irrf  contributions over negative arguments are caused by non-zero
FORC amplitudes over b 0H >  in (d)

The three coercivity distributions derived from FORC measurements are almost
identical; approaching the limit case bk cr irrf f f≡ ≡  predicted for non-interacting SD
particles with rectangular single-particle hysteresis loops. Rectangular loops can be
explained by the strong switching field reduction in thermally activated SD particles
close to the SD/SP threshold. This example demonstrates the level of detailed infor-
mation that is provided by high-resolution FORC measurements. Results shown in
Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 can be considered representative for well dispersed SD particles
with and without minimum uniaxial shape anisotropies. The effect of shape anisot-
ropy is much less evident with samples of interacting SD particles, because local in-
teraction fields act as an additional magnetic anisotropy source.

The third SD example is based on high-resolution FORC measurements of
a magnetofossil-bearing pelagic carbonate from the Equatorial Pacific [30]. Typical
sediment magnetizations of the order of few mAm2/kg, as for this sample, yield FORC
measurements with important noise contributions that need to be adequately sup-
pressed in order to obtain useful FORC diagrams. FORC processing becomes critical
in such cases, as shown in Fig. 12. Conventional data processing based on constant
smoothing factors yields significant values of the FORC distribution only over a limited
region around the central ridge (Fig. 12a), unless the high resolution required in
proximity of b 0H =  and c 0H =  is sacrificed. The VARIFORC variable smoothing
algorithm, on the other hand, finds a locally optimized compromise between resolu-
tion preservation and noise suppression. With this approach, significant domains of
the FORC distribution are dramatically expanded (Fig. 12b), revealing a broad, con-
tinuous background around the central ridge, as well as negative FORC amplitudes
characteristic for SD particles.

The last example of this section (Fig. 13) is based on a special technique used to
isolate the contribution of secondary SD magnetite particles from the same pelagic car-
bonate sample of Fig. 12. For this purpose, identical FORC measurements has been
performed before and after treating homogenized sediment material with a citrate-
bicarbonate-dithionite (CBD) solution for selective magnetofossil dissolution [30].
Large magnetite crystals, as well as SD particles embedded in a silicate matrix, are not
affected by this treatment. Therefore, differences shown in Fig. 13 between the two
sets of measurements represent the intrinsic magnetic signature of CBD-extractable
particles. Hysteresis properties ( rs s/ 0.44M M = , cr c/ 1.34H H = , Fig. 8) are close to
the limit case of randomly oriented, non-interacting SD particles with uniaxial anisot-
ropy, despite evident magnetostatic interaction signatures deducible from positive
FORC contributions over the upper quadrant (Fig. 13d). Interpretation of interaction
signatures in terms of collapsed magnetosome chains or authigenic SD magnetite
clusters requires further investigation [30]. Coercivity distributions (Fig. 13f) display
minor contributions near c 0H = , and their overall shape is better associable with intact
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Fig. 12. Example showing the importance of proper FORC processing for extracting detailed
information from weak natural samples. The two FORC diagrams have been obtained from
the same set of high-resolution measurements (field step size: 0.5 mT) of a pelagic carbonate
from the Equatorial Pacific [30]. The red contour(s) enclose significant regions of the FORC
diagram, i.e. regions where the FORC function is not zero at a 95% confidence level according
to the error calculation method implemented by Heslop and Roberts [35]. (a) Conventional
FORC processing with a constant smoothing factor SF = 4. The central ridge is the only sig-
nificant FORC feature that can be resolved. Larger smoothing factors would extend the sig-
nificant region at the cost of blurring the central ridge to the point where it can no longer be
identified as such (see Fig. 1 in Egli [29]). (b) VARIFORC processing obtained with a variable
smoothing factor optimized for the best compromise between noise suppression and detail
preservation. Low-amplitude features, such as negative contributions, are now significant
over large portions of the whole FORC space

magnetotactic bacteria cultures (Fig. 10) than dispersed magnetosomes in clay (Fig. 11).
Coercivity distributions of magnetofossil-bearing sediment are wider than those of
individual bacterial strains, because of the natural diversity of magnetosome and chain
morphologies. On the other hand, no systematic differences are observed between
FORC-related magnetization ratios (Table 1), as long as chain integrity is not evidently
compromised. In particular, FORC properties of PETM sediment appear to be com-
patible with those of similar magnetofossil-bearing samples, rather than dispersions
of equidimensional SD particles.

3.2. PSD magnetic assemblages. The next two FORC examples are based on
PSD particle assemblages, starting with the simplest case of an array of identical,
weakly interacting Fe nanoparticles with grain sizes slightly larger than the upper SD
limit [20]. These particles can have two pairs of antiparallel magnetic states: so-
called ‘flower’ states with nearly homogenous magnetization and SD-like magnetic
moments (SD+ and SD−), and single vortex states with nearly zero magnetic moments
(SV+ and SV−). Hysteresis properties are shaped by the transition sequences SD+ →
SV+ → SD− and SD− → SV− → SD+ between positive and negative saturation. Similar
transitions in magnetite cubes have been modeled micromagnetically [61], yielding
the single-particle hysteresis loops shown in Fig. 14.
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Fig. 13. FORC analysis of a pelagic carbonate sample from the Equatorial Pacific, obtained from differ-
ences between identical measurements of the same material before and after selective SD magnetite
dissolution of [30]. This approach, combined with the fact that the main magnetization carriers are mag-
netofossils, ensures that the results shown here represent the uncontaminated signature of secondary SD
minerals. (a) Set of FORC measurements where every 8th curve is plotted for clarity. (b) Same as (a),
after subtracting the lower hysteresis branch from each curve. Every 4th curve is shown for clarity. The
bell-shaped envelope of all curves is the difference between the upper and lower hysteresis branches. Its
shape is intermediate between the examples shown in Figs. 10–11, but closer to Fig. 10. (c) FORC dia-
gram calculated with VARIFORC from the measurements shown in (a). The central ridge is overlaid to
additional low-amplitude contributions (<10% of the central ridge peak), which, because of their exten-
sion over the FORC space, represent as much as ∼50% of the total magnetization irsM  ‘seen’ by the
measurements. (d) Same as (c), after subtraction of the central ridge. The lower quadrant partly coin-
cides with the signature of reversible magnetic moment rotations as predicted by Newell [11]. Because
non-SD contributions are excluded by the special preparation procedure, positive FORC amplitudes over

b 0H >  must represent the signature of magnetostatic interactions between SD particles. (e) Central ridge
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isolated from (c) and plotted with a 3× vertical exaggeration. (f) Coercivity distributions derived from
FORC measurements and corresponding magnetizations calculated by integration of the distributions
over all fields. Relative contributions of the three types of magnetizations are similar to those of the
MV-1 example in Fig. 10

Tab. 1
Hysteresis parameters cr c/H H  and rs s/M M , ratios between FORC-derived magnetizations

rsM , irsM , and crM , for samples described in this paper

Material cr c/H H rs s/M M irs rs/M M cr rs/M M cr irs/M M
Strictly SD examples
MS-dispersion
MS-1
AMB-1 a
MV-1 b
SD in pelagic carbonate c
Magnetofossil-rich sediment
Pelagic carbonate c
PETM b
Soppensee d
PSD particles
AV-109 e

EF-3
Volcanic ash b
MD particles
MD20

5.12
1.233
1.267
1.190
1.340

1.690
1.677
1.503

2.578
4.489
2.421

3.147

0.177
0.494
0.500
0.496
0.442

0.399
0.418
0.411

0.267
0.069
0.219

0.075

1.397
0.928
0.893
0.879
0.815

1.011
0.953
1.066

1.856
2.500
1.976

2.873

0.885
0.510
0.698
0.561
0.651

0.569
0.550
0.387

0.598
0.097
0.024

∼0

0.633
0.550
0.782
0.638
0.667

0.563
0.576
0.364

0.322
0.039
0.012

∼0
a FORC data kindly provided by Li et al. [52].
b FORC data kindly provided by Wang et al. [55].
c FORC data from Ludwig et al. [30].
d FORC data from Kind et al. [70].
e FORC data from Winklhofer et al. [20].

The complex FORC signature of Fe nanoparticles (Fig. 15) can be explained by
a combination of the two micromagnetic models in Fig. 14, with individual peaks
corresponding to magnetic transitions between SD and SV states. The SV− → SD+

transition along the lower hysteresis branch produces a central ridge peaking at
c 0.15 TH ≈ . Additional pairs of positive FORC peaks at c 0.06 TH ≈  and negative

peaks just above and below the central ridge are produced by the remaining transi-
tions, while negative FORC amplitudes peaking at b 0.15 TH ≈ −  can be explained
by reversible magnetization changes of the SV+-state in proximity of its denucleation
field. All relevant FORC contributions occur at or in proximity of SV nucleation in
±0.01 T and SV denucleation in ±0.15 T (Fig. 15c), producing a constricted hystere-
sis loop (Fig. 15a) and bimodal coercivity distributions (Fig. 15f).

Unlike the case of isolated SD particles, magnetic state transitions from positive
saturation (i.e. SD+) occur already in positive fields. These transitions (e.g. SV nuclea-
tion) are not captured by remanent demagnetization measurements, therefore contrib-
uting to irr ( 0)f x < , but not to bkf . In the example of Fig. 15, SV denucleation is the
only process captured by the central ridge, so that crf  is characterized by a single peak
at c 0.15 TH ≈ , instead of two peaks as for the other two coercivity distributions.
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Fig. 14. Two examples of single particle hysteresis loops (left plots) and corresponding FORC diagrams
(right plots), generated by micromagnetic simulations of 0.1 µm (a) and 0.11 µm (c) magnetite cubes by
Newell and Merrill [61]. In both cases, the particles have two SD-like (SD±) and two vortex-like (SV±)
magnetization states. SD-like states in (c) exist only in sufficiently large applied fields and cannot con-
tribute to remanent magnetizations. Transitions between magnetic states occur at magnetization jumps
(dashed lines and red lines), defining three groups of identical FORCs 0M , 1M  and 2M . Magnetization
jumps relevant for FORC calculations are labeled by number pairs like in Fig. 3. Corresponding positive
and negative peaks of the FORC function (b, d) are shown with ‘+’ and ‘−’ symbols, respectively. Gray
diagonal lines with arrows are the only FORC trajectories producing non-zero contributions. Only peaks
located to the right of the dashed lines contribute to the backfield demagnetization curve and thus
to rsM , determining large differences in magnetic remanence properties of otherwise similar FORC
diagrams.

Hysteresis parameters of small PSD crystals are very sensitive to vortex nuclea-
tion fields: if nucleation from positive saturation occurs in negative fields, SD-like
values of rs s/M M  are obtained from SD states that are stable in zero fields. If, on the
contrary, vortex states can nucleate from SD+ in positive fields, rs s/M M  drops well
below 0.5, because of their small net magnetic moment. On the other hand, PSD parti-
cles are always characterized by cr bk irsM M M< < , unlike the case of non-interacting
SD particles, where bk irsM M≥ .
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Fig. 15. FORC analysis of Fe nanodots [20]. The artificial sample (AV-109) is a two-dimensional,
quasi-hexagonal array of polycrystalline Fe nanodots with a diameter of 67 ± 13 nm and 20 nm thick-
ness. The nanodots center-to-center spacing is ∼2 dot diameters [62]. FORC measurements have been
performed in the array plane. (a) Set of FORC measurements where every 2nd curve is plotted for clar-
ity. (b) Same as (a), after subtracting the lower hysteresis branch from each curve. Every 2nd curve is
shown for clarity. Hysteresis loop constriction at 0H =  and the double peak of the curve envelope in
(b) are produced by a bimodal distribution of nucleation fields. As evident in (b), some FORCs cross
each other, as well as the lower hysteresis branch. This means that regions outside the major hysteresis
loop can in principle be accessed by FORC measurements (e.g. Fig. 14a), albeit rarely seen with natural
samples and impossible with non-interacting SD particles. (c) FORC diagram calculated with
VARIFORC from the measurements shown in (a), featuring localized peaks typical for magnetic transi-
tions between four magnetic states: two SD-like states with large magnetic moments, and two states
corresponding to a single magnetic vortex with small net magnetic moment. Because magnetic particles
in this sample are practically identical, magnetic transitions occur collectively, appearing as distinct
FORC function peaks. In case of less homogenous samples, FORC peaks would merge into a continu-
ous background with triangular contour lines, as commonly seen with natural PSD assemblages. The
dashed lines mark the rectangular domain of FORC amplitudes associated with remanent magnetiza-
tions. Accordingly, only about half of the two peaks at c 0.06 TH ≈  contribute to rsM . (d) Same as (c),
after subtraction of the central ridge. The two negative peaks around the central ridge in (c) now appear
as a single contribution produced by vortex denucleation. (e) Central ridge isolated from (c) and plotted
with a 2× vertical exaggeration, featuring a single peak at ∼0.15 T. (f) Coercivity distributions derived
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from FORC measurements and corresponding magnetizations calculated by integration of the distribu-
tions over all fields. The bimodal character of irrf  and bff  arises from the existence of two different
fields for nucleation (±0.01 T) and denucleation (±0.15 T) of vortex states, producing the constricted
hysteresis loop seen in (a). Only vortex denucleation is captured by the central ridge, so that crf  con-
sists of a single peak

The FORC diagram in Fig. 15c does not resemble the typical signature of PSD
magnetite in synthetic and geologic samples, which consists of a unimodal distribu-
tion peaking near c b 0H H= = , with triangular contour lines having their maximum
vertical extension at c 0H =  [24, 18]. This signature is explainable on the basis of the
abovementioned PSD processes by taking the following factors into consideration: first,
magnetic states of small PSD particles are very sensitive to grain sizes and shapes, so
that magnetization jumps of single-particle hysteresis generate distinct FORC peaks
only in case of exceptionally homogeneous samples, such as the Fe nanoparticles
discussed above. Second, the number of possible magnetic states grows rapidly with
increasing grain size, along with the number of FORC peaks, which eventually
merge into a unimodal function. As discussed in Section 2, the FORC function occu-
pies a triangular area of the FORC space limited by vertices with coordinates

sat(0, )H±  and sat( ,0)H , where satH  is the field in which the two branches of the
hysteresis loop merge. This limit is consequently imposed to the shape of contour
lines. Finally, the central ridge is broadened by magnetostatic interactions, which are
probably not negligible in most synthetic magnetite powders.

Some natural materials, such as olivine-hosted Fe–Ni particles in chondritic
meteorites [63], contain weakly interacting PSD particles with sufficiently homoge-
neous properties for producing FORC diagrams with distinguishable contributions
from vortex nucleation and denucleation. In such cases, high-resolution measurements
are essential for capturing details of PSD magnetization processes. Faint evidence of
such processes persists in FORC diagrams of many natural rocks (Fig. 16). Because of
its sharpness, the central ridge remains distinguishable even when contributing to as
low as few % of irsM . Localized negative amplitudes over the lower quadrant, on the
other hand, produce characteristic contour line indentations when overlaid to a posi-
tive background. Resolution of such signatures in PSD samples can benefit paleo-
magnetic applications, where FORC analysis has been proposed as a selection [64–
66] and modeling [67, 68] tool for paleointensity determinations. For example,

cr irs/M M  is a measure for the relative magnetization of vortex states, which probably
represent the preferential PSD contribution to natural remanent magnetizations.

3.3. MD particles. Domain wall displacement models [21, 22] explain the ideal
hysteresis properties and FORC signature of MD particles (Fig. 4). These properties
are met by annealed magnetite crystals [21], while FORC diagrams of unannealed
particles (Fig. 17) can be explained by the superposition of MD and PSD signatures.
As far as coercivity distributions are concerned, ideal MD properties are characterized
by hysteresis branches and corresponding irreversible contributions being quasi-
symmetric about 0H = , which means that irr irr( ) ( )f x f x≈ − . The typical irrf -shape
of MD particles resembles a Laplace (double exponential) distribution (Fig. 17c).
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Fig. 16. Two FORC examples based on natural samples containing PSD particle assemblages, i.e. (a–c)
basalt (sample EF-3), and (d–f) volcanic ash [30]. (a, d) FORC measurements, with results after lower
hysteresis branch subtraction shown in the insets. (b, e) FORC diagrams calculated with VARIFORC
from the measurements shown in (a, d). Some features typical of single-vortex PSD particles (Fig. 15)
can be recognized, namely the existence of a central ridge, albeit much weaker, and the influence of
localized negative FORC amplitudes (labeled with a minus sign) on the overall shape of contour lines.
Furthermore, two nearly symmetric positive peaks above and below the central ridge are distinguishable
in (b). Unlike in the example of Fig. 15, the existence of such contributions cannot be directly inferred
from the hysteresis loop. The vertical ridge along c 0H =  in (e) is a signature of magnetic viscosity.
(c, f) Coercivity distributions derived from the FORC measurements shown in (b, e). Residual bimodality
is still recognizable for irrf  and bff  in (c). The central ridge distribution crf  is much smaller than the
other two, but significantly >0. Unlike the case of SD particles, the contribution of irrf  over negative
arguments is not negligible, as expected from large positive FORC amplitudes over the upper quadrant
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Fig. 17. FORC analysis of synthetic MD magnetite particles with 20–25 µm mean grain size. (a) Set of
FORC measurements where every 8th curve is plotted for clarity. The inset shows the same set of curves
(every 4th is plotted) after subtraction of the lower hysteresis branch. Measurement details are recogniz-
able only in this plot, because of the very small hysteresis loop opening. (b) FORC diagram obtained
with VARIFORC from the FORC measurements shown in (a). The MD nature of this sample is deter-
mined by the large vertical spread of the FORC function in proximity of c 0H = . Additional PSD sig-
natures are recognizable over b 0H <  and along a sort of blurred central ridge. These features are typical
of unannealed MD crystals. (c) Coercivity distributions derived from the FORC measurements shown
in (c). irrf  is a quasi-even function with similar contributions over negative and positive field, as ex-
pected for MD particles. The central ridge does not exist, so that cr 0f =

Because the magnetization of ideal crystals with weak domain wall pinning is almost
completely reversible, irreversible processes, which occur in the form of so-called
Barkhausen magnetization jumps, represent only a small fraction of the saturation
magnetization, i.e. irs s/ 1M M . For example, irs s/ 0.22M M =  for the 20–25 µm
magnetite crystals of Fig. 17. Only a small fraction of all Barkhausen jumps yield
a remanent magnetization, so that rs irs/ 1M M  ( rs irs/ 0.35M M =  for the example of
Fig. 17). Since bk irr(0) (0)f f= , the backfield coercivity distribution is a function that
decays much more rapidly than irrf  to zero for positive arguments. Finally, cr 0f =
because of the absence of a central ridge.

In summary, ideal MD crystals without strong domain wall pinning are charac-
terized by cr 0M =  and rs irs sM M M . For comparison, PSD and SD particles
yield rs irsM M<  and rs irsM M≥ , respectively. Therefore, the ratio rs irs/M M  can be
considered as a sort of domain state indicator analogous to rs s/M M , with the impor-
tant advantage that rs irs/M M  is insensitive to reversible magnetization processes
(e.g. SP contributions).
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Conclusions

FORC diagrams are two-dimensional parameter representations of hysteresis
processes providing a lot more details than the conventional bulk hysteresis parame-
ters rs s/M M  and cr c/H H . The simplest interpretation of FORC diagrams is based on
Preisach theories, which, however, rarely describes real magnetization processes.
Dedicated models have been developed for explaining the FORC properties of ideal
SD, PSD, and MD particle assemblages. Such models describe ‘end-member’ FORC
signatures that can be used for qualitative interpretation of FORC diagrams in terms
of domain states. This has been the first rock magnetic application of FORC meas-
urements. Meanwhile, continuous modeling improvements and the use of high-
resolution measurements resulted in first quantitative FORC analyses of samples
containing non-interacting SD particles.

An important forward step in FORC analysis consists in overcoming the quanti-
tative gap with conventional magnetic parameters. As shown in this article, FORC
measurements define three different types of irreversible magnetizations and corre-
sponding coercivity distributions: the first type is represented by the well-known
saturation remanence rsM  and associated coercivity distribution derived from backfield
demagnetization. The second magnetization type defined by FORC measurements is
the irreversible saturation magnetization irsM , which is the sum of all irreversible
magnetization changes occurring along the upper or lower branch of the hysteresis
loop. irsM  is also the total integral of the FORC function. The coercivity distribution
associated with irsM  represents irreversible processes occurring on the upper hys-
teresis branch at a given field. The third, so-called central ridge magnetization crM
is generated by the last magnetization jump occurring in single particle hysteresis
loops of isolated SD and small PSD magnetic particles. The central ridge coercivity
distribution is derived from the corresponding signature of the FORC function along

b 0H = .
Unlike rs s/M M  and cr c/H H , these magnetizations are unaffected by reversible

magnetizations and provide more robust domain state information than the Day dia-
gram. For example, the Day diagram characteristics of clay-dispersed, SDS-treated
magnetosome chains (Fig. 8) suggest a mixture of SD, SP, and PSD particles. In real-
ity, as seen with FORC diagram measurements, the whole remanent magnetization of
this sample is produced by non-interacting SD particles. This sample represents a pos-
sible end-member of a trend defined by magnetofossil-bearing sediments on the Day
diagram. The magnetic properties of these sediments are therefore not necessarily in-
terpretable as mixtures of magnetofossils on the one hand, and SP and PSD particles on
the other. Another example is represented by the Day diagram properties of small PSD
particles (Fig. 15), which plots on the same trend defined by sediments, while its purely
PSD nature is clearly recognizable on the basis of irs rs/M M  and cr irs/M M .

All FORC processing aspects described in this paper, including the calculation
of FORC-related magnetizations and coercivity distributions, have been implemented
in the VARIFORC software package, so that they can become a routine magnetic
analysis tool.
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ПОСЛЕДНИЕ ДОСТИЖЕНИЯ В ОБЛАСТИ ОБРАБОТКИ И ИНТЕРПРЕТАЦИИ
КРИВЫХ ПЕРЕМАГНИЧИВАНИЯ ПЕРВОГО ПОРЯДКА (КППП)

Р. Эгли, М. Винкльхофер

Аннотация

Недавние достижения в области палеомагнетизма и магнетизма окружающей среды основаны
на измерениях кривых перемагничивания первого порядка (КППП). К наиболее значимым при-
мерам относятся обнаружение ископаемых магнетосом, производимых магнетотактическими бак-
териями, а также определение абсолютной палеонапряженности термочувствительных образцов,
таких как метеориты. В основе дальнейшего развития этих научных направлений лежит более
детальное изучение естественных магнитных минеральных комплексов. Перспективы таких ис-
следований видятся в разработке, с одной стороны, протоколов обработки КППП, а с другой –
моделей для идеализированных магнитных систем. До сих пор диаграммы КППП использова-
лись главным образом как инструмент для качественной индикации доменных состояний маг-
нитных частиц при отсутствии количественных связей с другими магнитными параметрами.
Данная работа связывает основные характеристики КППП со стандартными гистерезисными
параметрами на основе используемых в методе КППП трех типов намагниченности и соответст-
вующих распределений коэрцитивности. Одним из таких параметров является остаточная намаг-
ниченность насыщения, размагничивание которой по методике КППП в нулевом постоянном
поле даёт возможность получить распределение коэрцитивной силы образца. Другие два типа на-
магниченности связаны с необратимыми процессами, происходящими в ходе получения петель
гистерезиса, и инверсионной симметрией магнитных состояний изолированных частиц. В совокуп-
ности эти намагниченности дают исчерпывающую информацию о процессах намагничивания
в однодоменных, псевдооднодоменных и многодоменных частицах. В отличие от параметров гис-
терезиса, используемых в так называемой диаграмме Дея, эти намагниченности не подверже-
ны воздействию обратимых процессов (например, суперпарамагнетизма) и поэтому хорошо
подходят для надежного определения доменного состояния носителей остаточной намагни-
ченности. Пакет программного обеспечения VARIFORC был разработан с целью проведения
детальных исследований КППП и расчета описанных выше трех типов распределений коэрци-
тивности. Основные примеры таких расчетов представлены в статье и доступны для скачивания
вместе с пакетом VARIFORC.

Ключевые слова: магнетизм горных пород, палеомагнетизм, магнетизм окружающей среды,
характеристика магнитных минералов, магнитный гистерезис, кривые перемагничивания первого
порядка, магнитные окаменелости, состояния магнитного домена.
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